6 STEPS TO MAKING YOUR

CLOUDSMORE
PROFITABLE
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With most organisations
adopting a cloud-first
approach, they find themselves
navigating through a new set of
challenges around minimising
latency, security and the cost
of data travelling across the
network.
A Multi-Cloud strategy promotes
the best outcome for businesses.
There is no such thing as onesize fits all when it comes to
cloud.
The greatest advantage
organisations have is the power to
choose the best bits of the clouds
that best suit their business. But with
disparate clouds in multiple locations
comes added challenges and greater
complexity.

HOW DO YOU CAPITALISE ON YOUR CLOUD
INVESTMENTS, REMOVE UNNECESSARY
ROADBLOCKS AND MAXIMISE PROFITABILITY?
Housing your clouds and corporate infrastructure in one place, that’s how! Colocating your critical infrastructure
in a hyperscale data centre is fast becoming the preferred approach to realising true value from cloud
investments.
By colocating your critical infrastructure to a highly connected data centre, and re-architecting your environment
so your critical infrastructure sits in the centre of your clouds, carriers and other IT services, removes unnecessary
roadblocks and complexities associated with distance, disparity and reliability. Re-architecting for Multi-Cloud
removes latency and performance barriers, allowing traffic to move from A to B seamlessly and cost effectively.

6 STEPS TO MAKING YOUR CLOUD
INVESTMENTS MORE PROFITABLE
1. DATA CENTRE CONSOLIDATION
Colocating critical infrastructure in a hyperscale facility means off-loading a large portion of capital
expenditure costs associated with infrastructure and specialist staff costs, whilst allowing organisations to
benefit immediately from dedicated support and security resources provided by the data centre provider.
Additionally, the data centre provider assumes responsibility of the ongoing management of all supplier
relationships with regards to power, cooling, maintenance, upgrades, fire, security etc.

2. WIDE AREA NETWORK PERFORMANCE

3. APPLICATION PERFORMANCE

With Cisco now estimating that up to 75% of
network traffic being server to server, this puts the
wide area network under enormous strain.
By relocating corporate infrastructure alongside
the infrastructure of cloud service providers,
server to server traffic across the wide area
network is eliminated keeping latency and
associated costs to a bare minimum.

Colocation means data is transferred between
clouds and corporate infrastructure across the
local network connection, rather than across the
wide area network; this translates into lighteningfast response times for applications, reducing
employee and customer frustration associated
with latency and delays, which in a commercial
environment quickly translates into increased
productivity and profitability.

4. INCREASED SECURITY

5. DIRECT CLOUD CONNECTIONS

Organisations with Multi-Cloud enabled
environments are poised to take full advantage
of the defense-in-depth posture that a hyperscale
data centre offers.

Colocating in a hyperscale data centre offers
greater flexibility when it comes to connectivity. As
a major hub for connecting to critical cloud and
network infrastructure, leverage the full capability
of dynamic, high-performance secure connections
directly to your cloud services.

Colocation enables customers to adopt the highest
security levels in the market to secure their
physical infrastructure, whilst effectively sharing
the cost of doing so - a luxury that is out of reach
for those that house their infrastructure onpremise.

For cloud-first organisations looking to compete
in today’s digital world, flexible and scalable
connections available on-demand has become a
must have when building robust hybrid cloud
environments.

6. SCALABILITY AND AGILITY
Scaling your colocated data centre infrastructure, connectivity and power requirements becomes not only
achievable, but cost effective to plan and execute. Furthermore, bursting workloads during peak periods
becomes substantially easier and cost effective through on-demand dynamic connections.

6 EASY STEPS TO STOP
CAPEX WASTAGE AND
MAKING YOUR CLOUD
INVESTMENTS MORE
PROFITABLE.
Spend more time planning for business growth and free
up much-needed capital and resources so you can focus
on how you’re going to do it.
Call 13 NEXT and speak to a cloud specialist about reducing
your overheads, improving performance and increasing
business profitability.

where the cloud lives ®

